
 Ideal for retail and  
commercial operations  
that aim for sophistication  
as well as functionality,  
Accentra is especially well 
suited for such applications 
as art galleries, retail  
establishments and  
commercial buildings.
 In summary, Accentra is  
a perfect complement to 
almost any architectural 
setting, and with its superb 
construction and full custom 
color palette of  powder-coat 
finishes, it will present your 
establishment in a positive 
light while providing many 
years of  trouble-free service.

Precision Architectural Lighting
4830 Timber Creek Drive, Houston, TX 77017
Phone (713) 946-4343   Fax (713) 946-4441
www.pal-lighting.com

A leading manufacturer of  high-quality linear fluorescent lighting  
fixtures, Precision Architectural Lighting designs and builds products  
that reflect the highest standards of  craftsmanship and performance.  
In addition, P.A.L.backs each specification with a team of  lighting  
professionals who help ensure your project’s success—and your satisfaction.
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Series 

Standard Lengths 
2', 3', 4', 6', 8'

Standard Finish
F01G Gloss White
Premium Finishes
F01M Matte White F12 Ultrasonic Clear 
F02 Ivory F13 Merlot
F03 Stonewash F14 Red Skies
F04 Camel F15 Lemon
F05 Gray Day F16 Forest Hunter
F06 Pebble Beach F17 Olive
F07 Steel F18 Khaki
F08 Gray Seal F19 Hunter Green
F09 Mocha F20 Blue Print
F10 Bronzed F21 Reflex Blue
F11 Black F22 Navy
            FCC = Custom Color

Voltage
120
277

Lamp Type
T5
T5HO

Options
EM (Not available for 2' or 3')
Emergency Battery Pack
Dim
Dimming (4' Lamps only)
FS
Fused Ballasts

 Optical Control
 GDOP * NDLP
 General Distribution Open  Narrow Distribution
* GDLP  Linear Prismatic Lens
 General Distribution * WDOP
 Linear Prismatic Lens   Wide Distribution
 GDBW  Open
 General Distribution * WDBW
 White Radial Baffle  Wide Distribution
   White Radial Baffle

*Not available on ACC02

Mounting C = Fully Adjustable Cable
W = Wall (6", 12", 18", 24")
J = Ceiling
P = Rigid Stem
K = Swivel Stem

A complete 
modular  
lighting  
system, the 
Accentra linear 
fluorescent  
series is 
aimable and 
may be  
configured  
to form  
continuous 
rows. 
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(ACC01 Only)

W = Wall  J = Ceiling  P = Stem C = Cable
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 Adding a new dimension to lighting management, 
P.A.L.’s Accentra illuminates retail and business  

settings in a way that’s both architecturally  
appealing and functional. 

 So whether you choose Accentra to  
highlight a specific product display  

or illuminate an entire room, 
this versatile fixture lets you  
efficiently light a work space to 

promote sales, increase produc-
tivity or simply to enhance the 

commercial possibilities of  your 
environment.

 Accentra can be configured to match 
both the design and floor plan of  your 
building. Standard lengths of  2', 3',  
4', 6' and 8' provide additional  
flexibility while reducing acquisition, 
installation and ownership costs.
 Modular mounting points facilitate  
T-bar installation with either stainless 
steel aircraft cable or die-cast  
aluminum ceiling brackets. Rigid  
extruded aluminum wall brackets, 

available in 6", 12", 18" and 24" 
lengths, complement the fixture design.
 This configuration agility allows  
Accentra to meet a wide range of   
applications with a minimum of  fixtures. 
And with its rotatable feature and variety 
of  optics, Accentra works well as  
either an accent light or as a source of   
comfortable ambient illumination,  
making it an ideal choice for remodeling 
projects as well as new construction. 

Accentra™: A Revolution in  
the Control of  Light

A specification-grade lighting system 
that offers a dramatic, contemporary 
appearance at an affordable cost,  
the new Accentra series from P.A.L. 
draws visual attention to the points  
of interest you desire.

 While it’s both affordable and 
aesthetically appealing, the  
Accentra series truly excels in 
the area of  performance.
 Available with either one or 
two T5 or T5HO fluorescent 
lamps, this compact luminaire 
offers a broad choice of   
illumination levels. Even more 
important, this illumination 
can be controlled and directed 
according to the user’s need, 

whether the goal is to focus on 
a single piece of  merchandise or 
provide uniform illumination 
over an entire wall. 
 Accentra fixtures facilitate 
both uplighting and downlight-
ing, providing combinations of  
direct and indirect light in an 
almost infinite degree of  choice 
and offering a much greater 
range of  flexibility than a typical 
linear fluorescent fixture. 

  Optical variations include:
•  Wide-spread indirect distri-

bution for use in open office 
areas or multi-purpose rooms

•  General distribution for  
small offices, corridors and 
reception areas

•  Concentrated, narrow 
distribution for wall washing, 
accents or merchandising

With a variety of available optics and 359-degree aimability, Accentra provides precise control 
over targeted lightspace, enabling a single luminaire to do the work of multiple track fixtures.

With contemporary 
reverse corners and its 
sleek, compact housing, 
the Accentra series  
makes a unique, yet  
functional, lighting  
statement. 

Flexible Configuration for Flexible ApplicationsUncompromising Style and a Wide Range of  Optics
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